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PROTECTION FROM CORONAVIRUS. IT’S IN OUR HANDS.

DISNEY+ BIG ARRIVAL TO IRELAND

ESB BLASTS THE SCIENCE QUESTIONS ON OOH 

BMW PREMIERES THE 2 SERIES GRAN COUPÉ 
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The OOH sector, like all media, has experienced a sudden and dramatic change in 
audience behaviour as government advice and temporary regulation has impacted 
movement around our towns and cities. Footfall in our city centres is significantly 
impacted as more people work from home and practice physical distancing. The 
National Transport Authority reported significant reductions in passenger numbers 
across main modes of public transport in recent weeks. 

Despite these challenges, OOH can play an important role in facilitating 
communication for authorities and businesses as they seek to inform and reassure Irish 
families and communities at this time. OOH’s extensive digital infrastructure and its 
positioning in key environments such as retail means it stands ready to aid government, 
institutions, charities and consumer brands to communicate important messages and 
vital public health advice.  The HSE handwashing campaign that was widely activated 
in such an efficient manner is testament to the role OOH will play for all manner of 
communication. 

Indications from trade publications such as Checkout and Retail Excellence Ireland 
show major increases in footfall and spend in retail environments and a wide range of 
digital options can be activated quickly in these locations. The traditional urban-centric 
OOH audience has temporarily dispersed to more localised, suburban settings and 
as families and individuals seek daily exercise that respects physical distancing, they 
encounter many classic OOH networks such as bus shelters and billboards. Disney’s 
launch of their streaming service was particularly anticipated and welcomed by families 
at this time and OOH had a major role to play in building awareness. 

Roadside and retail OOH can be an efficient and relevant channel for categories 
including:

 - Public Health Information and Advice
 - Healthcare products, both mental and physical
 - Financial Services
 - Streaming services and family in-home entertainment such as Disney+
 - Business Support Services
 - Home Delivery
 - Utilities
 - E-Learning
 -  Small luxuries and family treats such as Easter Eggs as families seek to 

maintain a sense of normality 
 - A Buy Irish Agenda

Irish consumer behaviour is changing and adapting quickly to our current 
circumstances. Out of Home remains well placed to deliver adaptable 
content via trusted, proven formats and in locations which still see 
significant footfall and engagement.

OOH: OUR VIEW
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The HSE is running a hugely important nationwide 
Coronavirus public health message campaign via 
Digital OOH.

Planned by Spark Foundry and PML, initially the 
screen displays incorporated both staged motion 
messages with supporting icons by Core Creative 
and static posters from TBWA\Dublin outlining six 
key steps:

 • Wash your hands
 • Cover mouth if coughing or sneezing
 • Avoid touching your face
 • Keep surfaces clean
 • Stop shaking hands and hugging
 • Keep a safe distance

The virus spreads in sneeze and cough droplets, 
and the umbrella message delivered is that regularly 
taking the above measures helps reduce the 
chance of it spreading. Passers-by are furthermore 
encouraged to seek further information and advice 
by visiting HSE.ie. 

The HSE plan to update content as the situation 
unfolds. In its current guise the public are informed 
to “Know the signs” of infection and self-isolate if 
necessary to protect others.

The campaign encompasses screens in malls and 
shopping centres, and at supermarkets entrances, 
provided by multiple media owners - JCDecaux, 
Clear Channel and Exterion Media. Separately the 
campaign is targeting commuters with in-carriage 
displays on trains and Luas. 

OCS, the Outdoor consumer study of 1,500 Irish 
adults exclusive to PML Group, finds that two thirds 
notice advertising in supermarkets and shopping 
malls while 35% of respondents say they tend to 
look out for live updates and information when out 
of home.

Media: Spark Foundry   -   Creative: Core Creative 
& TBWA\ Dublin   -   OOH Agency: PML

HSE UTILISES DIGITAL OOH TO ADVISE PUBLIC ON 
COVID-19 PREVENTION MEASURES
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ESB BLASTS THE SCIENCE 
QUESTIONS ON OOH 

ESB Science Blast took place at the beginning of March with the sponsor running an OOH campaign to 
promote the exhibition at which more than 12,000 primary school children from all over the country took 
part. 
 
ESB Science blast empowers children to discover the science behind a question that interests them, and 
these questions were on-street for all to ponder. 

Using an array of designs and bright colours, ESB brought the quirky science questions to a host of 
formats to build awareness in the capital. T-Sides and digital roadside such as the Digipole near the RDS 
all hosted the campaign. A domination of the East Link featured some panels as gaeilge.

Media: Spark Foundry   -   Creative: Rothco   -   OOH Agency: PML
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Disney’s long-awaited streaming service has arrived 
in Ireland with fans eagerly anticipating the launch. 
Disney+, the new gamechanging platform has over 
500 films and thousands of television episodes 
from Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, National 
Geographic and others. 

This is reflected in the OOH creative that features 
the 5 brands mentioned. The designs display iconic 
figures from each, playing on the connections 
people have with the brands.

Building hype pre and post launch, Ireland is 
awash with Disney+ messaging with a combination 
of classic and digital formats broadcasting the 
campaign. Formats of note include; 240 Sheets, 
Connolly Station Gallery, Bus Shelter wraps and an 
East Link domination. To create impact prior to the 
release, projections were used to light up both sides 
of the Convention Centre. On March 24, Disney 
Plus debuted in the UK, Ireland, Austria, Germany, 
Italy, Spain and Switzerland. In those seven markets, 
the Disney Plus app was downloaded 5 million 
times, according to measurement and analytics firm 
App Annie.

Media: Mediaworks   -   Creative: BBDO 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

DISNEY+ BIG ARRIVAL TO IRELAND 
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HUNT YOUR HOME WITH CADBURY
In the run up to Easter, Cadbury is sharing some hiding spots around the home, encouraging the nation to put 
time and effort into hiding an egg for a loved one, rather than simply handing one over. The perfect reminder 
there’s a glass and a half in everyone. 

Focusing on retail and POS formats, the ‘Show you Care, Hide it’ tagline is accompanied by a number designs 
which show Cadbury’s iconic easter egg hiding on the mantelpiece, in the kitchen and beside a pair of wellies. 

Sadly, Cadbury has had to cancel this year’s Easter Egg hunt events which helps raise funds for charity partner, 
Barnardo’s. Cadbury announced they will be donating €40,000 to the charity and is encouraging others to make 
donations to the fantastic charity. 

You can donate €4 to Barnardos by texting BARNARDOS to 50300.

Media: Carat   -   Creative: VCCP   -   OOH Agency: PML
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BMW PREMIERES THE 2 SERIES 
GRAN COUPÉ ON SCREENS IN 
DUBLIN

Design, driving dynamics and innovative technologies are at the heart of the BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé and 
the automaker chose supersize HD Digital Screens to showcase the launch.

Signature sites across the city selected by UM Dublin and PML display the new model in high res colour. They 
include the Digipole in Ballsbridge, Transvisions in Connolly, Heuston and Busáras stations, Green Screen, 
Digital Golden Square on Wexford Street, multi-floor dX in Dundrum and the Swan Large Digital in Rathmines.
At over 24%, Dublin BMW drivers index 170 versus all Dublin adults for reporting seeing large Digital\TV 
Screens at the side of the road or buildings (TGI 2020).

“The new BMW 2 Series Gran Coupe is the embodiment of a new generation of compact BMW Coupes. With 
its dynamically stretched silhouette and high-quality details such as frameless doors, this model fits seamlessly 
into the premium appearance of higher-class BMW Coupes. The new BMW 2 Series Gran Coupe is elegant 
and sporty, sometimes even provocative but always with an exclusive appeal.” Domagoj Dukec, Head of Design 
at BMW

Media: UM Dublin    -   Creative: TBWA\Dublin   -   OOH Agency: PML
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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New to OOH

Kit Kat Bunny
Media: Mindshare
Creative: Nestlé Content Studio
OOH Agency: Source out of home

MINI Electric 
Media: UM Dublin
Creative: TBWA\Dublin
OOH Agency: PML

Nivea Q10
Media: Carat
OOH Agency: PML
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Matching People and Places.

Locomizer is an award-winning global leader applying pattern-detection and spatial analytics to turn 
raw location data into premium, actionable business insights that match potential customer audiences 
to real world locations. The patented Audience Discovery Platform reveals behavioural trends and 
previously unseen relationships between people and places.

Parents
& Kids

Drinks
Out

Grocery 
Shopper

Sports &
Fitness

Millennials
Toiletries &
Cosmetics

Women
18-35 Apparel

DIY Fast Food Movie goers
Business

Professionals

Locomizer analyses travel patterns of those who spend time in and around category POIs (Points of 
Interest) derived from geospecific anonymised mobile app data. The Locomizer platform adds to our 
ability to provide clients with new levels of data led planning matching mobile audiences and locations 
via smart phone analytics.

Live
Work
Play

DATA LED PLANNING
Think
Feel
Do

Audience Affinity Groups
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PUMA: Hologram Trainers 

USA: To celebrate PUMA’s new sneaker, Sky 
Dreamer, the sports brand used the latest hologram 
technology to project 360-degree images of the 
shoe above parked cars around the city of Chicago, 
the weekend of NBA All-Star game.

Neutrogena: Sunscreen Samples 

AUSTRALIA: JCDecaux partnered with Neutrogena 
to create special build panels across Melbourne 
which dispensed sunscreen to help Australians stay 
protected whilst out and about at the Australian 
Open.

McDonald’s: Separate Arches 

BRAZIL: The brand has altered iconic logo 
to encourage safety for all during coronavirus 
pandemic.

Agency DPZ&T teamed with McDonald’s Brazil to 
reconceive the Golden Arches in pulled-apart form 
to encourage consumers to keep each other safe 
through social distancing. According to the shop, 
the move is meant to convey the idea that we are 

“separated for a moment so that we can always be 
together.” 

Though at the restaurants themselves the arches 
remain the same, the new “distanced” version is 
now appearing on all the brand’s Brazilian social 
accounts, including Instagram, Facebook and 
Twitter.

The Invisible Man Billboards 

USA: These cleverly designed ad creatives with 
their fading copy and the extra special sundial 
billboards casting eerie shadows, really help convey 
the haunting theme of this science fiction stalker 
flick.

Twitter: Dating Life 

UK: Across London, Twitter offered an antidote to 
Valentine’s day customs with relatable tweets that 
poke fun at the perils of dating life.

The social media giant took over tube platforms by 
replacing aspirational ads with mortifying stories, 
cringeworthy confessions and unlikely advice.

Planet OOH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zay0Zc7gcJ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zay0Zc7gcJ4
https://vimeo.com/392432571
https://vimeo.com/392432571
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Coca-Cola: Staying Apart is The 
Best Way to Stay United

USA: Coca-Cola has used its iconic billboard 
in New York City’s Times Square to help spread 
health advice around the coronavirus crisis. 
Created in collaboration with Mercado McCann, 
Argentina, the message is about the importance of 
social distancing. The letters that make up Coca-
Cola’s logo have been spread out within the ad. 
Underneath reads a message that says, “Staying 
apart is the best way to stay united.”

Guinness: Stay at Home

It’s Not a Real Guinness Ad. But It’s a Perfect 
Guinness Ad. Freelance copywriter Luke O’Reilly 
created a spec masterpiece as a response to a One 
Minute Brief. 

The digital poster, which creates a negative-space 
outline of a pint glass by topping it with a couch 
and placing the phrase “Stay at home” at the 
base, was a spec creation whipped up quickly 
by Irish freelance copywriter Luke O’Reilly. But 
as the internet is wont to do, his credit was 
conveniently dropped as the image soared across 
Twitter, LinkedIn and Reddit. However, in a recent 
development, Guinness gave O’Reilly the credit he 
deserves, sharing the work on the brand’s official 
Instagram page.

Burger King: Stay Home 

Belgium: Burger King Belgium has crossed out their 
‘of the Whopper’ signage and added stay above 
home to create a new ‘Stay Home’ slogan to battle 
against the spread of Covid-19

Clear Channel UK 

UK: Clear Channel delivered a message of thanks 
to NHS and Key Workers across the UK on their 
DOOH inventory.

Paddy Power 

UK: With all sporting events in the UK, and further 
afield cancelled until further notice, Paddy Power 
used OOH to deliver a stay at home message to 
give the NHS better odds. 

Planet OOH
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TOP RECALL TOP RATED

McDonald’s Big Mac   -   Format: 48 Sheet   -   Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Leo Burnett   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

Guinness Rugby   -   Format: 48 Sheet   -   Media: Carat
Creative: AMV BBDO   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

98FM
Format: T-Side 
Media: Wavemaker 
OOH Agency: PML

National Lottery EuroMillions
Format: 48 Sheet 
Media: Starcom   -   Creative: Rothco 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Burger King Roadhouse
Format: Superside 
Media: Carat   -   Creative: Publicis 
OOH Agency: PML

HSE - Sexual Health
Format: Digishelter     
 Media: Spark Foundry   -  Creative: TBWA\Dublin
OOH Agency: PML

1. 1.

2. 2.3. 3.

FEBRUARY 2019 CYCLES 3 - 4
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 Retail Outlets €1,730k 6 Food €1,006k

2 Finance €1,448k 7 Political & Advisory €992k

3 Beers & Ciders €1,333k 8 Confectionery & Snacking €960k

4 QSRs €1,240k 9 Media €946k

5 Telecoms €1,162k 10 Films €885k

TOP CATEGORIES
FEBRUARY 2020 CYCLES 3 - 5

€k €500k €1,000k €1,500k

Retail Outlets

Finance

Beers & Ciders

QSRs

Telecoms

Food

Political & Advisory

Confectionery & Snacking

Media

Films

Digital Large Transport Ambient 6 Sheet
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All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 eir Broadband €373k 9 HSE - Sexual Health €219k

2 Guinness Rugby €324k 10 National Lottery EuroMillions €218k

3 Sky Broadband €302k 11 Ulster Bank - Mortgages €216k

4 McDonald's Big Mac €270k 12 IKEA €216k

5 KBC Mortgages €254k 13 Birds Of Prey - Warner Bros. €209k

6 National Lottery €239k 14 Now TV €203k

7 Yoplait Yogurt €239k 15 SuperValu €200k

8 Guinness €228k

TOP CAMPAIGNS
FEBRUARY 2020 CYCLES 3 - 5

€k €50k €100k €150k €200k €250k €300k €350k €400k
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National Lottery EuroMillions

Ulster Bank - Mortgages

IKEA

Birds Of Prey - Warner Bros.

Now TV

SuperValu

Digital Large Transport 6 Sheet Ambient
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PML Group ROI
First Floor, Harmony Court,
Harmony Row, Dublin 2,
D02 VY52

Tel: 01 668 2900
Email: info@pmlgroup.ie

CONTACT
US

Location
Based

Marketing

https://twitter.com/pmlgroup
https://www.facebook.com/pmlgroup/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PMLdigital
https://pmlgroup.ie/
https://ie.linkedin.com/company/pml-group

